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ORANGE
I act on a moment’s notice
Witty, Charming, Spontaneous
I consider life as a game, here and now
Impulsive, Generous, Impactful
I need fun, variety, stimulation, and excitement
Optimistic, Eager, Bold
I value skill, resourcefulness, and courage
Physical, Immediate, Fraternal
I am a natural trouble-shooter, a performer, a competitor

AT WORK: I am bored and restless with jobs that are routine and structured and satisfied in
careers that allow me independence and freedom, while utilizing my physical coordination and
my love of tools. I view any kind of tool as an extension of self. I am a natural performer.

IN LOVE: I seek a relationship with shared activities and interests. With my mate, I like to
explore new ways to energize the relationship. As a lover, I need to be bold and I thrive on
physical contact. I enjoy giving extravagant gifts that bring obvious pleasure to my loved one.

IN CHILDHOOD: of all types of children, I had the most difficult time fitting into academic
routine. I learn by doing and experiencing, rather than by listening and reading. I need
physical involvement in the learning process and am motivated by my own natural competitive
nature and sense of fun.

From True Colors Successful Leadership Handbook by Don Lowry

Orange may see self as:

Others may see Orange as:

Fun-loving, enjoys life

Irresponsible

Spontaneous

Flaky

Flexible, adaptable

Wishy-washy

Carefree

Not serious

Proficient, capable

Spends time at things they enjoy

Hands-on person

Not interested in ideas

Practical

Unimaginative, dull

Problem solver

Disobeys rules

Good negotiator

Manipulative, not to be trusted

Here and now person

Turned off by past-oriented blue and

Do many things at once

future-oriented green

Eclectic, can deal with chaos

Not able to stay on task

Curious, welcomes new ideas

Scattered, cluttered

Superior ability to discriminate among

Uncontrollable

options, sees shades of gray

Resists closure or decision, indecisive
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Orange
Adventurous
Your Strength is Skillfulness.
I value freedom and excitement. I think that being
skillful is more important than structure, logic and
feelings. I like being spontaneous, and want to
enjoy what I am doing. Planning things sometimes
takes the fun out of it. I like games and
competition. I also like to learn things that I can go
out and put to use.
The ORANGE person must be free to act. I do
things for the joy of doing. I choose to be impulsive
– act upon the idea of the moment. I take pride in
being highly skilled in a variety of fields. I have a
zest for life and a desire to test the limits. My
hands-on approach to problem solving and direct
line of reasoning creates excitement and immediate
results. I like action! I am witty, charming and
bold. I see life as a game, here and now.
qAT WORK: I am bored and restless with jobs
that are routine and structured. I am satisfied in
careers that allow me independence and freedom,
while utilizing my physical coordination and my
love of tools. I view any kind of tool as an
extension of self. I am a natural performer.
♥IN LOVE: I seek a relationship with shared
activities and interests. With my mate, I like to
explore new ways to energize the relationship. As a
lover, I need to be bold and I thrive on physical
contact. I enjoy giving extravagant gifts that bring
obvious pleasure to my loved one.
IN SCHOOL: I have difficulty fitting into the
academic routine. I learn by doing and
experiencing, rather than by listening and reading. I
need physical involvement in the learning process
and am motivated by my own natural competitive
nature and sense of fun.


















Romantic
Urge or whim
Impulsive
Action for itself
Full of fun
Test the limits
Great in a crisis
Spontaneous relationships
Thrive when the outcome is not know
Waiting is psychological death
Charming and witty
Clutter is acceptable
Light-hearted
Do it now
Needs variation
Love to wander

As A Leader
I am a trouble shooter and action centered.
I am a natural problem solver and I respond quickly
and efficiently in a crisis.
My strong sense of the real, and ability to see
opportunities makes me an excellent negotiator.
Because I verbalize appreciation easily, I am a
source of encouragement to my peers.
I welcome and seek change and always work in a
flexible, performance oriented administration.
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I thrive on action
I live in the here and now
I must have freedom to act
I welcome change and I will take risks
I like variety
I seek fun and performance
I deal quickly with concrete problems
I am a flexible, practical diplomat
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